Abstract For printable electronics fabrication, a major challenge is the print resolution and accuracy delivered by a drop-on-demand piezoelectric inkjet printhead. In order to meet the challenging requirements of printable electronics fabrication, this paper proposes a novel restructured artificial bee colony optimizer called HABC for optimal prediction of the droplet volume and velocity. The main idea of HABC is to develop an adaptive and cooperative scheme by combining life-cycle, Powell's search and crossover-based social learning strategies for complex optimizations. HABC is a more biologically-realistic model that the reproduce and die dynamically throughout the foraging process and the population size varies as the algorithm runs. With the crossover operator, the information exchange ability of the bees can be enhanced in the early exploration phase while the Powell's search enables the bees deeply exploit around the promising area, which provides an appropriate balance between exploration and exploitation. The proposed algorithm is benchmarked against other four state-of-the-art bio-inspired algorithms using both classical and CEC2005 test function suites. Then HABC is applied to predict the printing quality using nano-silver ink. Statistical analysis of all these tests highlights the significant performance improvement due to the beneficial combination and shows that the proposed HABC outperforms the reference algorithms.
Introduction
Nowadays, the inkjet technology has been applied in many engineering and scientific applications, such as the formation of the conductive tracks for printed circuit boards (PCB), color filters in flat panel displays and plasma displays, polymer light-emitting diode (PLED) displays, transistors microarray, and even artificial skin by jetting live cells (Singh et al. 2010; Macdonald et al. 2014; Cheung et al. 2014; Jaehyung et al. 2009; Byung and Je 2010) . Printing developments are moving towards higher productivity and quality, requiring adjustable droplet properties fired at high jetting frequencies. The print quality delivered by a DoD inkjet printhead can be characterized by droplet properties, i.e., the droplet velocity, the droplet volume, and the satellite drops. However, in order to meet the challenging requirements of printable electronics fabrication, the droplet properties of the conductive ink have to be tightly controlled for higher inkjet performance. To meet these requirements, choosing the appropriate combinations of the driving waveform parameters for the used conductive inks is the key problem. However, for a seasoned engineer, to obtain such combination, an exhausting manual search process depending on a wise guess should wastes about a week because five adjustable parameters exist in the driving waveform. Therefore, the computer-aided artificial intelligence methods are urgent needed for searching these appropriate combinations efficiently and robustly.
The application of evolutionary algorithm (EA) and swarm intelligence (SI) for solving complex optimization problems in engineering has gained significant attention in the literature (Sheikhalishahi et al. 2014; Yusup et al. 2014; Olivera et al. 2015; Kahourzade et al. 2015) . SI is a newer paradigm than EA of artificial intelligence system whereby small entities working together to produce an intelligent behavior from simple rules (Kennedy and Eberhart 1995; Dorigo and Gambardella 1997; Passino 2002; Clerc and Kennedy 2002; Sumathi et al. 2008; Hansen and Ostermeier 2001; Karaboga 2005) . Artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC) is one of the most popular members of the family of SI, which simulates the social foraging behavior of a honeybee swarm . Due to its simple arithmetic and good robustness, the ABC algorithm has been widely adopted in numerical optimization domain Pan et al. 2011 ) and engineering applications Karaboga and Akay 2009; Biswas et al. 2013; Akbari et al. 2012 ). However, facing up complex problems, similar to other SI algorithms, ABC algorithm suffers from the following drawbacks : (1) the solution search equation of ABC works well in global exploration but is poor in the exploitation process. (2) When dealing with the problems with incremental dimension, the information exchange of each individual is restricted in a random dimension, resulting in a slow convergence rate. (3) Due to the random selection of the neighbor bee and dimensions, food sources with higher fitness are not utilized, influencing the ability of global search.
A number of significant modifications for ABC have been proposed to improve its performance of tackling complex optimization problems. One significant improvement is the introduction of PSO-based search equation (Zhu and Kwong 2010) , which allows a powerful global search in the early stage by integrating the information of the global best solution (gbest) derived from PSO into ABC. Similarly, Banharnsakun et al. (2011) proposed an interesting improvement scheme by modifying the search equation for the onlooker bees, which shares the information of bestso-far solutions found among the entire population. developed a hybrid ABC variant using the modified search equation and orthogonal learning strategies, which demonstrated its high effectiveness and efficiency. Another interesting approach is to utilize the strong ability of local search of Powell's method to achieve good exploitation of the algorithm . In this method, ABC good at exploration avoids falling into the local optima while it enjoys the merits of fine local search by Powell's method. Several hybrid approaches to ABC have also been developed (Basturk and Karaboga 2012; Kang et al. 2011; Alatas 2010) , which hybridize ABC with some operators. For instance, the Rosenbrock ABC algorithm proposed by Kang et al. (2011) utilized a novel exploitation scheme using the Rosenbrock's rotational direction method. In Coelho and Alotto (2011) , the search equation of Gaussian artificial bee colony algorithm (GABC) was modified by adding a control parameter for appropriately balancing the Gaussian and the uniform distribution.
Inspired by previous works, this paper proposes a novel optimization algorithm, namely hybrid artificial bee colony optimizer (HABC), which synergizes the idea of extended life-cycle evolving model with a pool of optimal searching strategies including Powell's search and crossover operation. The proposed HABC model is essentially different from others in the following aspects: (1) to redefine the bee life-cycle behaviors. This new framework contains several states of born, forage, reproduction, death, and migration that shift periodically according to the nutrient (nectar) dynamic change, which enables population size dynamically varies. This mechanism has a significant merit of reducing the computational complexity of the optimization process. (2) to redefine the local search behaviors when a bee finds promising area. The Powell's search is incorporated to emphasize the exploitation process. (3) to redefine the bee-to-bee communication mechanism. The underlying idea behind crossover operator is to facilitate more information exchange among bee colony as opposed to classical ABC that perturbs a single parameter.
Several experiments were performed to evaluate the performance of the HABC. In the first experiment, the HABC has been evaluated on fifth benchmark functions, which including eight classical benchmark functions and seven CEC2005 problems (Kang et al. 2011) . The CEC2005 test function suite were especially designed to test optimization algorithms providing many desirable properties, namely shifted, non-continuous, rotated, and narrow global basin of attraction. Moreover, we investigate an interesting realworld application of the HABC scheme to solve the optimal droplet property prediction (ODPP) problem, which focusing on minimizing the error between the desired droplet volume/velocity and simulated droplet volume/velocity. The proposed HABC has been compared with its two counterparts, namely the classical ABC algorithm ) and ABC algorithm with Powell's method (PABC) , and the very popular evolutionary and swarm intelligence algorithms known as genetic algorithm with elitism (EGA) (Sumathi et al. 2008) , covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-ES) (Hansen and Ostermeier 2001) , particle swarm optimization with constriction factor (PSO) (Clerc and Kennedy 2002) , and adaptive bacterial foraging optimization with lifecycle and social learning (BFOLS) (Yan et al. 2012) , over both benchmarks and the real-world ODPP problem with respect to the statistical performance measures of solution quality and convergence speed.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In "ODPP problem formulation" section, the droplet property predicting system models and ODPP problem definitions are presented. "HABC model" section first gives a review of the canonical ABC algorithm, and then proposes the novel HABC algorithm. The experimental studies of the proposed HABC and the other algorithms on benchmark function are also presented in this section. The simulation results of HABC on the ODPP problem are presented in "Optimal droplet property predicting based on HABC" section. Finally, "Conclusions" section outlines the conclusions.
ODPP problem formulation
In this section, the optimal prediction model, constructed with the lumped element modeling (LEM) (Seitz and Heinzl 2004) and the intelligent optimization method, is implemented to efficiently search the combination of waveform parameters for predicting the droplet volume and velocity.
Lumped element modeling of printhead
LEM provides a simply method to model the working status of printhead. The classical LEM is given to simulate jetting characteristics of PZT printhead by Seitz and Heinzl (2004) , as shown in Fig. 1 . In LEM, the coupling between the various energy domains is realized by using equivalent two-port models of the physical system. An equivalent circuit model is constructed by lumping the distributed energy storage and dissipation into ideal generalized one-port circuit elements. The equivalent circuit model is constructed by the energy storage elements and ideal dissipative terminal. In an electroacoustic system, differential pressure and voltage are effort variables, whereas current and volumetric flow rate are flow variables.
Then the droplet generator structure can be characterized by equivalent acoustic mass (representing stored kinetic energy) and acoustic compliance (representing stored potential energy), in which the corresponding equivalent circuit models are supported by various fluid mechanisms, as represented in Fig. 1a, b . Furthermore, the piezo-ceramic model is constructed based on the electro-fluidic/acoustic theory (Prasad et al. 2002) . The neck model is built on the velocity profile function (Blackstock 2000) . The nozzle model is constructed according to the end correction for an open tube theory (White 1979) .
In Fig. 1 , the first subscript denotes the domain, for example, a for acoustic and e for electric, and the second subscript describes the element, for example, D for diaphragm. In the electrical domain, C eb is the blocked electrical capacitance of the piezoelectric diaphragm driven by an ac voltage V ac . In the acoustic domain, C aD and C aC represent the acous- 
Optimal prediction model for droplet properties
For industry applications in printable electronics fabrication, the printhead must work at a certain status to meet many restrictive conditions. To meet special requirements, it is necessary to choose an appropriate combination of the driving waveform parameters for the used conductive ink. Generally, the driving waveform includes five adjustable parameters, 
where E is the elastic modulus,v is Poisson's ratio, h is the thickness
where ξ is the experimentally determined damping factor (Niu et al. 2008 )
where J 1 is the Bessel function of the first kind and the k = w/c 0
where κ 2 is electroacoustic coupling factor which means the exhausting manual search process depending on a wise guess inevitably wastes a lot of time. Therefore, the computer-aided artificial intelligence methods are urgent needed for searching these appropriate combinations efficiently. As shown in Fig. 2 , a novel optimal prediction model for searching the appropriate combination of waveform parameters is proposed in this work. The system is constructed with the intelligent optimization algorithm, the driving waveform and the LEM. The desired droplet volume and velocity is input into the system. First, the intelligent optimization algorithm stochastically offers many combinations of parameters of driving waveform. Then, the lumped element model will predict the droplet volume U p and velocity S p for each combination. Next, the intelligent optimization algorithm may update the pulse parameters according to some specific search strategy and the current droplet properties. Finally, after several iterations, the appropriate combination will be found out to meet the desired droplet volume and velocity that significantly improves the printing quality.
In mathematical terms, the driving waveform includes nine adjustable parameters: two rising times T R1 and T R2 , two falling times T F1 and T F2 , two dwell times T w1 and T w2 , two voltage magnitude V 1 and V 2 , and one gap time T g . The detailed meanings of these parameters are listed in Table 3 . Actually, the rising or falling times of the trapezoidal pulse is fixed as 0.3us (T R1 = T R2 = T F1 = T F2 = 0.3us). Therefore, there are still five adjustable parameters in the driving waveform, including two dwell times T w1 , T w2 ,two voltage magnitudes V 1 , V 2 and one gap time T g . Moreover, the driving waveform can be parameterized as a vector
Here, we give the restraint relationship between these parameters:
where T s is the working period of printhead. Then, to evaluate the error between the predictive droplet volume and velocity and the desired droplet volume and velocity, the ODPP problem can be defined as: 
T R1
The time of the rising edge in the positive trapezoid waveform
T F1
The time of the falling edge in the positive trapezoid waveform
T w1
The dwell time of the positive trapezoid waveform
The voltage magnitude of the positive trapezoid waveform
T g
The gap time between the positive and negative waveforms
T R2
The time of the rising edge in the negative trapezoid waveform
T F2
The time of the falling edge in the negative trapezoid waveform
T w2
The dwell time of the negative trapezoid waveform
The voltage magnitude of the negative trapezoid waveform
Output parameters
U p
The predictive droplet volume
S p
The predictive droplet velocity where U p is the predictive droplet volume, S p is the predictive droplet velocity, U target is the desired droplet volume, S target is the desired droplet velocity, w 1 and w 2 are the userdefined weighs, and w 1 + w 2 = 1.
HABC model

Canonical ABC algorithm
The recently introduced swarm-based optimizer, namely artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm, was firstly presented by Karaboga (2005) , motivated by the intelligent foraging behavior of honeybees. In ABC, the entire bee-colony is classified into three types of bees: employed bees, onlookers and scouts. The employed bees explore the specific nectar (food) sources; meanwhile pass the food information to onlooker bees. Each food source corresponds to only one employed bee, which means the population size of employed bees is equal to the number of food sources. The onlooker bees are responsible for selecting good food sources, those with higher quality having a bigger change to be chosen by onlookers. And then they further exploit the food near their selected food sources. If a food source found by employed bee is exhausted, it will be replaced with a new one by a newly produced scout. The fundamental mathematic representations are listed as follows.
Step 1 Initialization phase
In initialization phase, a group of food sources representing possible solutions are generated randomly by the following equation: 
Step 2 Employed bees' phase
In the employed bees' phase, the neighbor food source (candidate solution) can be generated from the old food source of each employed bee in its memory using the following expression:
where k is a randomly chosen index representing a neighbor bee and should be different from current bee i; j is another randomly chosen index donating a random variable; φ donates a number randomly falling into [−1, 1].
Step 3 Onlooker bees' phase
In the onlooker bees' phase, an onlooker bee selects a food source lying on the probability value linked with that corresponding food source; P i can be defined as following expression:
where fitness i donates the fitness (quality) value of jth solution.
Step 4 Scout bees' phase
In the scout bees' phase, once a food source (potential solution) cannot be ameliorated further during a predetermined cycle (defined as "limit" in ABC), the food source should be replaced with a new one while the employed bee associated with it subsequently becomes a scout. The new food source is generated randomly according to Eq. (5).
Those procedures from step 2 to step 4 will be carried out repetitively until the termination condition is met.
Hybrid artificial bee colony algorithm
Life-cycle model
In biology, the term life-cycle refers to the various phases an individual passes through from birth to maturity, repro- duction, and death. This process often leads to drastic transformations of the individuals with stage-specific adaptations to a particular environment (Niu et al. 2008; . Inspired by this phenomenon, this work assumes that the computational life-cycle model of a bee colony has five major stages, namely the born, forage, reproduction, death, and migration. The bee state transition diagram is shown in Fig. 3 . The bees are born when they are initialized. Then they will forage for nutrient (nectar). We define the nutrient updating formula as:
where fit(X t i ) is the fitness of the ith bee X i at time t for a minimum problem, N i (t) is the nutrient obtained by the ith bee X i at time t. In initialization stage, nutrients of all bees are zero. For each X i at onlooker bee phase, if the new position is better than the last one, it is regarded that the bee will gain nutrient from the environment and the nutrient is added by one. Otherwise, it loses nutrient in the foraging process and its nutrient is reduced by one. Then the information rate F t i deciding to reproduce or die for each bee X i at time t is computed as:
where fit t worst and fit t best are the current worst and best fitness of the whole bee colony at time t.
In the foraging process, if the bee X i converts enough information rate F t i as:
it will reproduce an offspring by using best-so-far solution information in search equation of employed and onlooker bees steps based on the works of Krink and Løvbjerg (2002) :
where x new is the new offspring, x i is the ith bee, x best is best individual of current colony, j is a randomly chosen indexes; φ is a random number in range [−1, 1]. If the bee enters bad environment, and its information rate drops to a certain threshold as:
It will die and be eliminated from the population. Here S is the initial population size and S t is the current colony size, F reproduce and F adapt are two control parameters used to adjust the bee reproduction and death criterions. It should be noticed that the population size will increase by one if a bee reproduces and reduce by one if it dies. As a result, the population size dynamically varies in the foraging process. At the beginning of the foraging process, the bee will reproduce when its information rate is larger than F reproduce . In the course of bee foraging, in order to avoid the population size becoming too large or too small, the reproduction and death criterions, namely Eqs. (11) and (13), are delicately designed: if S t is larger than S, for each F adapt of their differences, the reproduce threshold value will increase by one; if S t is smaller than S, for each F adapt of their differences, the death threshold value will decrease by one. The strategy is also consistent with the natural law: if the population is too crowded, the competition between the individuals will increase and death becomes common; if the population is small, the individuals are easier to survive and reproduce.
When the nutrient of a bee is less than zero, but it has not died yet, it could migrate with a probability as a scout bee. A random number is generated and if the number is less than migration probability P e , it will migrate and move to a randomly produced position. Then nutrient of this bee will be reset to zero.
Powell's pattern search
We note that Powell's method (1977) has a strong ability of local search. In order to make use of the good exploitation of Powell's method, we combine this powerful local search strategy to the proposed HABC for global optimization. Powell's search is an extension of basic pattern search method proposed by Powell (1977) to speed up the convergence of complex nonlinear problems. This method pursues the minimum of the function by a bi-directional search along each search vector, in turn. The new position can then be represented as a linear combination of the search vectors. The new displacement vector becomes a new search vector, and is added to the end of the search vector list. Coincidently, the search vector which contributed most to the new direction is deleted from the search vector list. The algorithm iterates an arbitrary number of times until no significant improvement is made. The steps of the algorithm are given as follows.
Crossover operation
In canonical ABC, the search equation of Eq. (6) for generating the positional change is much like a blind mutation operator to search in a randomly selected dimension of a randomly chosen bee, which means that the information exchange is restricted to a narrow local scope. This causes that, as the dimension of solved problems grows exponentially, the algorithm will suffer from the following drawback of premature convergence at the early generations. On the other hand, the neighbor bee and dimension are both chosen randomly, which results in the good individuals with higher fitness may likely be abandoned.
To address this concerning issue, inspired by genetic algorithm, the crossover-based social learning is employed in the bee hive. To benefit from information of good sources foraged by the employed and onlooker bees, a given number of elites form excellent employed bees are subjected to crossover operation. The steps for crossover operation phase are given as follows and the schematic diagram is illustrated in Fig. 4 . 
Algorithmic procedure
The balance between exploration of the search space and exploitation of potentially good solutions is considered as a fundamental problem in population-based optimization algorithms. In practice, the exploration and exploitation contradict with each other. Hence, by integrating above strategies, this work enriches the artificial bee foraging behaviors and extends the classical artificial bee colony framework to self-adaptive, cooperative and varying population fashion that are capable of balance exploration and exploitation, as the following processes. It should be noted that the major difference between the classical ABC and the proposed HABC is that: in HABC, the Powell's search process is applied to ensure fine exploitation around the promising area, while the life-cycle process can help the bee colony size dynamically vary and keep the population diversity in a satisfied level; at the same time, the crossover operator based information exchange can significantly speed up the bee colony to converge to the global optima and avoid being trapped into local optima.
In summary, in order to facilitate the below presentation and test formulation, we define a unified parameters for HABC model in Table 4 , and the flowchart of HABC algorithm is summarized in Fig. 5 .
Benchmark test
Benchmark test suit
The benchmark test suite includes fifteen 30-dimentional benchmark functions, which are commonly used in evolutionary computation literature Rashedi et al. 2009; Liang et al. 2006) to show solution quality and convergence rate. The involved benchmark functions can be classified as basic continuous benchmarks ( f 1 -f 8 ) and CEC2005 benchmarks ( f 9 -f 15 ). The formula for each basic benchmarks and CEC2005 test functions is shown in Tables  5 and 6 .
Functions f 1 -f 8 are adopted widely in evolutionary computation domain to show solution quality and convergence rate. The first problem is the unimodal Sphere function ( f 1 ) that is easy to solve. The second problem is the Rosenbrock function ( f 2 ), which has a narrow valley from the perceived local optima to the global optimum and can be treat as a multimodal problem. Quadric function ( f 3 ) and Sin function ( f 4 ) and are unimodal un-separable functions. Rastrigrin function ( f 5 ) is a complex multimodal problem with a large number of local optima. Schwefel function ( f 6 ) is multimodal function with separable variables. Ackley function ( f 7 ) has one narrow global optimum basin and many minor local optima. 's work (2006) . In rotated functions, a rotated variable y, which produced by the original variable x left multiplied an orthogonal matrix, is used to calculate the fitness instead of x. The orthogonal rotation matrix does not affect the shape of the functions. However, when one dimension in vector x is changed, all dimensions in vector y will be affected so the rotated functions are more difficult to solve. The orthogonal rotation matrix is generated using Salomon's method (Salomon 1996) . Functions Functions f 9 -f 11 , f 14 are shifted functions selected from CEC2005 test-bed, global minima of these functions are different to each other. And their optimal points are not in the center.
Parameter settings
To fully evaluate the performance of the proposed HABC, a suit of successful population-based algorithms including state-of-the-art SI and EA algorithms and their representative variants are employed for comparison.
• Canonical particle swarm optimization with constriction factor (PSO) (Clerc and Kennedy 2002 PSO and ABC are classical population-based paradigms simulating foraging behavior of social animals (Clerc and Kennedy 2002; . PABC uses the Powell's method as a local search tool to enhance the exploitation of the ABC algorithm . BFOLS is an enhanced BFO variant using similar cycle-life strategy 
( ( 1)), 1, 
with HABC (Blackstock 2000) . EGA is the classical genetic algorithm with elitist selection scheme (Sumathi et al. 2008 ). The underlying idea of CMA-ES is to gather information about successful search steps, and to use that information to modify the covariance matrix of the mutation distribution in a goal directed, derandomized fashion (Hansen and Ostermeier 2001) .
In all experiments in this section, the values of the initial population size used in each algorithm were chosen to be the same as 50. The number of function evaluations (FEs) was used as a measure criterion. All algorithms were terminated after 100,000 FEs. All the control parameters for the involved algorithms are set to be default of their original literatures: the limit parameter of ABC and PABC is set to be S N × D, where D is the dimension of the problem and SN is the number of employed bees while Tp factor for PABC is equal to D ). For BFOLS, as referred in Yan et al. (2012) , we take Ns = 4 and Pe = 0.25 as recommended in original BFO, started step Cs = 0.1 (Ub-Lb) and ended step Ce = 0.00001 (Ub-Lb), where Lb and Ub refer to the lower bound and upper bound of the variables of the problems;
The N split and N adapt are set to be 30 and 5. For canonical PSO, the learning rates c 1 and c 2 are both set as 2.05 and the constriction factor χ = 0.729. For EGA, intermediate crossover rate of 0.8, gaussian mutation rate of 0.01, and the global elite operation with a rate of 0.06 are adopted (Sumathi et al. 2008) . Initialization conditions of CMA-ES are the same as in Hansen and Ostermeier (2001) , and the number of offspring candidate solutions generated per time step is λ = 4 μ. The parameter setting for all algorithms is listed in Table 7 . For the proposed HABC, the control parameter Tp and the selection rate CR should be tuned in detail in next section.
Parameter sensitivity
Among a set of control parameters employed in Table 4 , the Tp plays an important role in the Powell's search process and CR functions as a key adjusting factor in crossover operation. Hence, those two characteristic parameters need to be tuned and analyzed in detail. Table 8 , we can observe that HABC variant with CR equal to 1 performed best on four functions among all five functions. Therefore, the value of selection rate CR in each crossover operation can be set to 1 as an optimal value in all following experiments.
Sensitivity in relation to F reproduce and F adapt
The experimental results to investigate the effect of F reproduce and F adapt were illustrated Table 9 . The values In bold are the best results 
Numerical results and comparison
Results for the classical benchmarks The means and stand deviations of the 30 run times of seven involved algorithms on the 30-dimensional classical test suite were listed in Table  10 , here the best results among those algorithms were shown in bold. Figure 7a -g present the average convergence rates of each algorithm for each benchmark. From Table 9 the proposed HABC achieved significantly better results than all the other algorithms. From Fig. 7 , we can observe that HABC is the fastest one for finding good results within relatively few generations. For example, HABC found the global minimum every time of the Sphere function f 1 and can also consistently found the minimum of multimodal function f 5 within relatively fewer FEs, while the other algorithms generated poorer results on them. On function f 2 and f 6 , the HABC algorithm yielded similar results to the BFOLS, PSO, CMA_ES and GA, while still achieved significantly better performance The experimental results on these benchmarks suggest that the life-cycle mechanism improves the performance of HABC in terms of tracking and locating multiple optima in a complex fitness landscape. In life-cycle model, a bee can shift its states (i.e. born, forage, reproduction, death and migration) periodically according to the nutrient (nectar) dynamic In bold are the best results change, result in that the population size and the foraging behavior can be dynamically adaptive to the complexity of the objective functions, which also reduces the computational complexity of the optimization process. In addition, with the crossover strategy, the HABC will act as the main optimizer for searching the near-optimal area while the Powell's method will be used to fine tune the best solutions obtained by the HABC in every iteration. These experimental results and comparisons verify that the life-cycle, Powell's method and crossover operation indeed help HABC with them perform better than ABC and other involved algorithms with either or neither one on most of the test functions. Moreover, the life-cycle, Powell's method and crossover operation work together to improve the performance of HABC rather than contradict each other.
Statistical analysis
• Pairwise comparisons using Wilcoxon's signed ranks test
Wilcoxon's test as the pairwise comparison criterion aims to detect significant differences between two sample algorithms (Derrac et al. 2011) . When using Wilcoxon's test in our experimental study, the first step is to compute the R+ and R− related to the comparisons between HABC and other algorithms, in which R+ represents the sum of ranks for the problems in which the first algorithm outperformed the second, and R− denotes the sum of ranks for the opposite. Once they have been obtained, their associated p values can be computed. Tables 12 reports the statistical results produced  by Wilcoxon's test from the experimental data in Tables 10  and 11 , for the pairwise comparison among the averaged value performances of two groups. Such groups have been organized as HABC vs. other cases (i.e. PABC, BFOLS, ABC, PSO, CMA_ES and EGA).
The alternative hypothesis considers a significant difference between the values of both approaches. All p values reported in Tables 10 are less than 0.05 (5 % significance level) which is a strong evidence against the null hypothesis as it indicates that the HABC results are statistically significant and that HABC shows a significant improvement over other algorithms.
• Multiple comparisons using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) test
In order to further investigate the efficacy and robustness of the proposed HABC, the analysis of variance (ANOVA) test was also employed to determine the statistical characteristics of each of the tested algorithms over the others as shown in Fig. 8 . The box plots shown in Figs. 9 and 10 demonstrate the statistical performance representation of all algorithms on the classical benchmarks and CEC2005 test suits, respectively. Looking at these box plots, the general features of the distribution can be noticed. The box plots shown in Fig.  9a -h indicate the performance of each involved algorithms on the classical test suite individually. From this box plot representation, it is clearly visible and proved that HABC achieved good variance distribution of compromise solutions on all classical functions. Similarly, the corresponding results in Fig. 10a -g also indicate HABC obtained superior statistical performance in terms of variance distribution on the CEC2005 test suite. Note that the PABC algorithm also exhibited its robustness on almost some classical functions.
Impact of Powell's search
In this subsection, the impact of Powell refinement is investigated by comparing HABC with Powell (HABC-p) with the version without Powell (HABCn) on some elaborately selected benchmarks. The statistical results in terms of the best, worst, mean and standard deviation values achieved by each algorithm over 30 independent runs, are shown in Table 13 , Here the maximum number of function evaluations (FEs) is 100,000. The Wilcoxon's test for independent samples is employed to identify significant statistical differences between the two HABC versions,. Here the significance level is 0.05, the symbol '+' means that HABC-p statistically significantly outperformed HABC-n, '∼' indicates that the two HABC versions have equal or similar performance on these test func- tions and '−' shows that HABC-n statistically significantly better than HABC-p. From Table 13 , it is clearly visible that HABC-p performs more powerfully, which highlights the significant performance improvement due to the beneficial local search strategy of Powell.
Impact of life-cycle
In order to illustrate the impact of the life-cycle on the results, the computation times by both HABC with life-cycle (HABC-lf) and HABC without lifecycle (HABC-nlf) on benchmark f 1 -f 5 , are listed in Fig. 11 . It should be noted that the computation time is measured by the number of evaluation of the fitness function. As shown in Fig. 11 , it can be observed that HABC with life-cycle always takes the less computing time on most of selected benchmark functions. This is due to the fact that by the life-cycle strategy, the population size of these HABC can dynamically adaptive to the complexity of the objective functions.
Optimal droplet property predicting based on HABC Experimental setup
In this experiment, the investigated printhead is KM series IJ Head of Konica and the used ink is nano-silver ink provided by the LEED-PV Corporation, and the according parameters are listed in Table 1 in "ODPP problem formulation" section. A schematic overview of the experimental setup to observe the nano-silver droplet formation process is shown in Fig.  12 . The visualization system consists of a cold source of halogens (XAO LG150) and a CCD camera (SVS ECO424), which can synchronize to the driving signal. The volume and velocity of droplet and the profile of meniscus are measured through the images captured by CCD with exposure time of 1us. The high-frequency driving waveform is programmed by arbitrary wave generator (RIGO DG2014A). In order to repeatedly generate uniform droplets, ink supply unit connects air pressure unit, which offers suitable negative force to prevent the ink leaking from the printhead.
Prediction procedure based on HABC
The overall operating process can be described as follows:
(1) Initialization Phase a. Physical Model Construction This gives the detailed parameters of the piezoelectric droplet generator and the physical and chemical properties of the used ink; based on these parameters, the values of the parameters in the lumped element model is calculated according to the equations listed in Table 1. b. Operating Conditions This gives the details of the working conditions and prediction goals according to the application scenario. It includes the specific working frequency f s = 12.8 k H z of the droplet generation which decides the T s = 1/ f s in the Eq. (1); the number of input adjustable parameters and their limits listed in Table 3 ; the prediction goal such as predictive droplet volume and predictive droplet velocity.
c. Population Generation S individuals forming the HABC population should be randomly generated. In this real-world problem of droplet property prediction, the dimension of individuals is set as 5, equal to the number of input adjustable parameters.
The ith individual of the bee colony is defined as follows: [3.9, 10.9, 3.7, 8.6, 7 .0] T is a possible solution of parameterized input vector of the physical model. If some randomly generated individuals doesn't meet the constraints [Eqs. (1), (2) or (3)], these individuals should be re-generated until no constraint is violated. (2) Optimization Phase At the end of the initialization phase, all the information needed for the optimization phase is obtained for predicting the optimal droplet property. The basic building blocks of this phase are: a.
Fitness Evaluation
For each individual, evaluate its fitness on a suitable optimizing objective function. Each individual as a parameterized vector is input into the lumped element model to predict its effect of droplet property. The objective function should be the minimize error between the predictive droplet property and desired droplet property, namely Eq. (4). 
b. Constraints Operation
Before each evolution, the maximal and minimal limits of each dimension of each individual should be calculated first. After each evolution, the operator must judge whether each new individual meets the constraints. If the new individual doesn't meet the constraints [Eqs. (1), (2) or (3)], the changing dimension will be set as the maximal or minimal limit according to the updating direction of such dimension. This means if the value of one dimension surpasses the maximal limit, the value of such dimension should be set as the maximal limit, and vice versa. The same constraints processing approach will be repeated after each operation (updating) on the positions of the artificial bee colony. c.
Termination condition
The computation is repeated until the maximum number of evaluation is met or the whole population is converged. Fig. 16 A sequence In order to verify the effectiveness of the optimal combination of the input driving parameters, the experimental method with the visual system introduced in "Experimental setup" section is employed. After a small range search around optimal combination in the actual test, the most appropriate combination is finally decided.
Prediction results
Here, we give an illustrative example to show the optimization effect. The desired droplet volume and velocity are 12 pL and 5 m/s, respectively. We choose the weighting as w = [0.8 0.2].
In order to find the most suitable optimizer to predict the droplet properties, the proposed HABC, ABC, the CMA-ES, PSO, BFO-LS, and the EGA are all tested as the intelligent optimization algorithms in the optimal prediction system. The parameters settings of these optimizers are as the same as in "Parameter settings" section. To obtain sufficient prediction efficiency and accuracy, the value of iterations is set as 6000.
The convergence curves of HABC, CMA-ES, ABC, PSO, BFOLS and EGA for predicting the droplet properties are illustrated in Fig. 13 . From Fig. 13 , we can observe that HABC is the fastest one for finding satisfactory results within relatively few generations. The fitness values obtained by all involved algorithms after 6000 evaluations are listed in Table  14. From Table 14 , it is obvious that HABC has a better performance in local search than other five algorithms.
We also demonstrate the droplet formation process obtained by HABC, ABC and CMA-ES shown in Figs. 14, 15, 16. The corresponding optimal parameter vector obtained by HABC is M = [5. 1, 12.4, 3.1, 8.9, 5 .9] T . From the droplet dynamics, the optimized results well satisfy the desired droplet volume and velocity. The corresponding optimal parameter vectors obtained by ABC and CMA-ES are M = [4.9, 13.5, 3.0, 9.1, 6.3] T and M = [4.4, 11.9, 2.9, 9.0, 5.1] T . From Fig. 15 , there is a small error between the desired droplet volume and the droplet volume optimized by CMA-ES, although the optimized droplet velocity well satisfies the desired one. From Fig. 16 , the optimization accuracy obtained by ABC is lower than the results by HABC. Moreover, there are obvious satellite droplets after the main droplet.
Conclusions
In order to apply artificial bee colony algorithm to solve complex optimization problems efficiently, this paper proposes a new hybrid artificial bee colony algorithm, namely HABC. The life-cycle successfully casts classical ABC frame into the adaptive and varying-population fashion, in which the survival states of an individual can adaptively switch according to the nectar dynamic changes. This leads to that the population size of HABC can be dynamically adaptive to the complexity of the objective functions, ensuring its powerful ability to deal with complex problems. Meanwhile the computational complexity of the optimization process can be reduced. In addition, the combination of Powell's search and crossover-based social learning plays an important role on balancing the exploration and exploitation tradeoff, due to that Powell's search encourages fine exploitation when an individual enters the promising region with high fitness, while enhanced information sharing between excellent bees improves the exploration when the individual finds difficulties during exploitation.
To prove the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed algorithms using different strategies, the proposed HABC has been compared with the PABC, BFOLS, ABC, CMA_ES, PSO and EGA algorithms on both classical and CEC2005 benchmarks and the real-world optimal droplet property prediction problem. Based on this comprehensive analysis of HABC performance, we believe HABC has a great potential of being applied to a variety of complex optimization problems in real-world engineering.
There are ways to improve our proposed HABC algorithm. Further research efforts should focus on:
(1) The tuning of the user-defined parameters, including life-cycle, local search and crossover variables, for HABC algorithm based on extensive evaluation on many benchmark functions. (2) In HABC model, only one population is evolved to search the global optima in the fitness landscape. The multi-colony coevolution model based on HABC could be studied and to be implemented in parallel to significantly improve the performance of HABC. (3) Moreover, it remains to be see how practically useful the HABC algorithm are for other type complex engineering optimization problems with dynamic and multi-objective characters.
